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This article focuses on the ethical analysis of Information Warfare, the warfare
characterised by the deployment of ICTs. It addresses the vacuum of ethical principles
for Information Warfare, by providing an ethical framework for the definition of such
principles. The article is divided in three parts. The first one considers Information
Warfare in relation to the so-called information revolution and provides a conceptual
analysis of this kind of warfare. The second part, focuses on the ethical problems
posed by information warfare and describes the issues that arise when Just War
Theory is endorsed to address them. The application of the principles of ‘last resort’,
‘non-combatants immunity’ and ‘more good than harm’ to information warfare is
analysed. The final part introduces Information Ethics as a suitable ethical framework
for the analysis of Information Warfare, and argues that the vacuum of ethical
principles for this kind warfare is overcome when Just War Theory and Information
Ethics are merged together.
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